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I. Overview 
This Technology Report is presented to the Superintendent and to School Committee annually. 
In it, the state of technology in the Wayland Public Schools is described in terms of goals set and 
progress against these goals, news and initiatives, and technology in the curriculum. Examples of 
noteworthy projects are provided and significant trends and issues are related. Further, goals are 
set for the upcoming school year. 
Sections of the Report: 
Section I .............................................Overview 
Section II............................................Progress Report Relative to Goals 
Section III ..........................................Goals for the 2006-2007 School Year  
Section IV ..........................................Technology in the Curriculum 
Section V............................................Summary 
Appendix A........................................Brief Description of Software Mentioned 
 
II. Progress Report Relative to Goals 
 
Following is an update on the progress made against our goals set forth for 2005-2006 school 
year. 
 
Update by Goal 
Infrastructure Goals set for the 2005-2006 School Year 

• Goal: Replace 16% of the computers that are currently “counted” by the Massachusetts 
Department of Education. [Note that we keep many of our computers that we “retire” off 
the network as stand-alone single-purpose computers (for keyboarding labs, for example) 
and these computers were already replaced, and are not included for replacement in this 
16%.] 

• Progress: Through a combination of budgeted funds and grants, 154 new computers (101 
desktops and 53 laptops) were purchased this school year, replacing 18% of our 
instructional and teacher computers. (June 2005 we had 854 computers for students and 
teachers. This figure was used to calculate percentage replaced) 
  

• Goal: Replace the last G3 Apple document and application server with a new Xserv, an 
important upgrade for speed and reliability. 

• Progress: The old G3 server was replaced with a new Xserv and Happy Hollow server 
access times have improved accordingly. Users notice this most in opening, saving, and 
printing files. 
 

• Goal: Create a “model” OS X computer configuration at each school for teachers to “test 
drive.” Our goal is to get more classic mode software titles tested and working, along 
with several more OS X titles for this model computer. Our expectation is that teachers 
will choose to upgrade to OS X when they have more opportunities to experience the 
benefits of the newer operating system. 

• Progress: The model OS X computers at each school were very successful and well 
received. This approach won over many teachers to OS X and we now have 518 OS X 
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computers in place. 
 

• Goal: Create a pilot virtual local area network (VLAN) at the High School in the 
Administrative building, upstairs and downstairs, and in the Commons. A VLAN would 
enable users to bring in their own laptops and connect to the Internet utilizing the school 
network while still protecting the network from viruses, adware, spyware, and unwanted 
intrusions. This is to meet an increasing demand from teachers and students who use their 
own laptops at school and are advocating for Internet access for their personal computers. 

• Progress: The High School VLAN is now installed, configured, and active in the 
Administration Building, the Commons, and Science and Math buildings. The reaction of 
staff has been extremely positive and High School teachers are requesting that this be 
extended to every building on campus. Teachers are bringing in their personal laptops to 
use on the VLAN and report increased productivity. 
 

• Goal: We have installed and support and maintain over 160 different software titles. 
Some are general tool-type software (spreadsheet, word processing, graphic organizer) 
and most are curriculum-specific titles. In spite of this incredible number of software 
titles, there is a pervasive perception among teachers that we do not have enough 
software and we do not get new software available quickly enough. Our infrastructure 
goal, then, is to test and deploy new software more quickly, and one of our professional 
development goals is to train our staff to do this better.  

• Progress: All of the Technology Specialists and the technicians have been trained to 
install and configure software on the network and to test it to see if it behaves as 
expected. We now have 54 titles of software running on our OS X computers, in spite of 
the fact that they all have other responsibilities that take priority and limited experience 
and expertise in software testing and configuration. 
 

• Goal: Determine the feasibility of creating one computer lab location on the High School 
campus that has a higher bandwidth connection to the Internet. This is necessary to meet 
the wishes of teachers who want to use high-bandwidth Internet sites that support and 
extend the curriculum. Initial evaluations indicate that we would need a fiber optic 
backbone from the main wiring closet to this lab, so proximity to the closet would make 
this a more feasible project. The wiring closet is in the lower level of the Media Center. 
This project needs to be evaluated in conjunction with High School administrators and 
teachers to determine whether the benefit outweighs the cost.  

• Progress: Some steps have been taken to make this goal achievable. First, both of the 
computer labs in the Science and the Math-English buildings are now connected to the 
main distribution closet in the media center by fiber optic cable. Second, we have 
researched firewalls that might allow us a second network card for segmentation of 
outgoing traffic. 
 

• Goal: There are ever more valuable educational sites on the Internet and more teachers 
and students who wish to access these sites. Therefore, it is yet again one of our goals to 
improve speed of the Internet connection for the school district. 
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• Progress: Another incremental improvement was achieved this school year. Last year we 
added a cable modem at Claypit Hill School, along with a small Internet filter and set 
their local network such that traffic destined for the wide area network traveled through 
one cable modem and Internet traffic is directed through the other. This year we made 
the same improvement at the Middle School. This increases Internet bandwidth for both 
of these schools, and for all of the other buildings. Claypit Hill and the Middle School 
have improved access because they have dedicated cable modems for the Internet traffic 
generated at these buildings. Happy Hollow and Loker access has improved as a result of 
not sharing their bandwidth with the Middle School and Claypit Hill. 
 

• Goal: Set up the Loker School Computer Lab in its new space. The lab is being moved 
from its current location to a full-size classroom, and we will need to set up and wire for 
network connectivity, the new classroom. In addition, the new location is further away 
from the main distribution closet, so we will need to install one fiber optic run to the lab 
since the length of the run exceeds the standard for regular (cat 5 copper) network cable. 

• Progress: The new Computer Lab was up and running for the first day of school. The 
fiber optic cable was installed and terminated, the new switch configured and 
implemented in the new lab, and the lab was wired and set up. This was a project we 
worked cooperatively on with Pat Morris, who coordinated the facility aspects of this: 
moving furniture, painting, air conditioning, and electrical work. The Loker Technology 
Specialist, Rita Partridge, reports that this room is much more conducive to learning and 
independent work at the computers. 
 

• Goal: Upgrade one of the cable modems to include another static ip address, as this is a 
necessity to making the new listserv work with addresses outside of the school district. 
Once this is in place, make the listserv “public” and train users in sending out newsletters 
to the subscribers. 

• Progress: The cable modem was upgraded to allow another static ip address and we 
successfully installed and configured the listserv computer, and trained users in sending 
out eNews newsletters. We have nine active and lively eNews newsletters. They are: 
The Children's Way News 
BASE News 
Happy Hollow News 
Claypit Hill News 
High School News 
Loker News 
Middle School News 
Pegasus News 
Superintendent News 
 

• Goal: Continue to work with the web site consultant and staff members on our new web 
site design and prepare to go “live” by September. 

• Progress: Work on the web site has taken longer than anticipated. Many technical issues 
took much of my attention throughout the fall and winter as I dealt with Apple server 
problems and guided upgrade plans and several major simultaneous projects (see 
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preceding goal results). The district level of the web site has been redone in the new 
design and we will make it public very shortly. In addition, almost all of the additional 
capacity and features that I created for the new web site have already been implemented 
on the existing site. That is, even though we are still using the old design, we have 
already gone live with eNews electronic newsletters with subscribe and unsubscribe 
functionality on our web site, interactive multiple calendars that all populate one district 
calendar publishing all events from all schools, pages with addresses and driving 
directions, and many more resources for staff and community on the personnel and 
curriculum pages. As I worked with departments and administrators collecting additional 
information and formatted for the new design web site, I also posted much of this new 
content on the existing site. One such example is the Wayland School and Community 
Programs pages. We had previously had very little information posted. As I worked with 
Debbie Bearse and her staff, I took the new information and posted it both to the new site 
under development and added it to our current site. Likewise, as we developed the 
Superintendent’s page we added a new link to Annual Wayland Public Schools Reports. 
That page was added to both the developing and current sites so that even as I worked on 
the new site, the current one was updated with the new content. This page: 
(http://www.wayland.k12.ma.us/admin/annual_reports.html)  
already has seven reports linked and available. 
 

• Goal: Include in the new web design, a calendaring option that facilitates several web-
based calendars and one main calendar that aggregates the content from all of them. 

• Progress: This goal was met and I have received extensive positive feedback from staff 
and community about this very user friendly application. 

 
Professional Development Goals set for the 2005-2006 School Year 
Our professional development goals remain quite similar. 

• Goal: We will make every effort to further the competencies of all of our staff. 
• Progress: The Technology Specialists continue to offer “just-in-time” training in formal 

and informal settings throughout the schools. The Professional Development they offer 
on Wednesdays, during inservice time, continues to receive positive feedback. In meeting 
with the K-12 curriculum groups this year I have asked for input on how we might switch 
up these Wednesdays to keep them interesting and fresh. We floated several suggestions 
and are working on some new ideas for next year. Wayland’s five Technology Specialists 
provided 714 hours of professional development this year, combined. 
 

• Goal: We will continue to offer a mix of professional development opportunities - some 
courses and workshops more grounded in content area and pedagogical topics with 
technology playing a strong supporting role interwoven into the course, as well as some 
courses that address basic technology skills for teachers. We plan to use the results of the 
Massachusetts Technology Self-Assessment Tool as a guide to what determine what 
courses teachers need in order to reach the proficiency level, as defined by the tool. 

• Progress: The department did provide many opportunities for Professional Development, 
and have more planned for this summer. We have not yet reached the point where we are 
targeting the weaknesses revealed in the TSAT in order to determine what to offer, 
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because we decided that it is more important to offer what teachers are asking for. One 
of our challenges for next year will be to ignite an interest in teachers to learn the skills 
outlined as necessary by the DOE. 
 

• Goal: We hope to increase the number of courses and workshops that are offered with a 
teaching partnership between a content/grade level expert and a technology expert, 
thereby strengthening the goal stated above, to have the courses grounded in content. 

• Progress: We have a few examples of this. On such example is that Cathy Milton taught a 
Professional Development course in Early Literacy skills for elementary school teachers 
and a large component of the course was instructional use of the Lexia suite of software 
for assessment of reading skills and for student practice and to strengthen the connection 
from the online activities to classroom instruction on decoding, encoding, and 
vocabulary. Other examples include teachers taking online courses and learning to 
integrate technology elements like podcasting into curriculum.  
 

• Goal: We will offer workshops and training opportunities for the Technicians and 
Technology Specialists so that we can better support the technology needs of teachers 
and students and can provide more timely response to technical requests 

• Progress: We were very successful in meeting this goal. The district provided 
professional development for the Technicians and the Technology Specialists in software 
testing and configuration, iLife, podcasting, a conference: Smart Thinking and Powerful 
Writing, MassCUE conference attendance, BlackBoard, Technology Trends, and 
Advanced Excel. 

 
Personnel and Staffing Goals set for the 2005-2006 School Year 
Staffing goals remain as they were in last year’s report, since we have not yet been able to meet 
these goals. 

• Goal: The Middle School Technology Assistant position should be increased to full-time. 
• Progress: I’m sure if we had an unlimited budget, this would have been accomplished, 

but given the fiscal climate, this increase remains unfunded. 
 

• Goal: I continue to advocate for increasing the High School Technology Specialist 
position from .8 to 1.0, as soon as funding permits such an increase. 

• Progress: I’m sure if we had an unlimited budget, this would have been accomplished, 
but given the fiscal climate, this increase remains unfunded. 
 

• Goal: In order to meet the DOE benchmark, “The district has one FTE person dedicated 
to data management and assessment,” the district needs to hire someone in this capacity. 

• Progress: This is not just a meaningless directive from the DOE. This is a position that I 
would recommend the district embrace and commit to. There are increasing demands for 
accountability and data-driven decision making and it makes sense to have a person 
focused on data management and assessment working with curriculum leaders and 
assisting with analysis and interpretation. Many area school districts do have someone in 
this position. 
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III. Goals for the 2006 – 2007 School Year 
This year, in addition to outlining our broader goals for the district, I am including below our 
work requests and plans for July and August. Our infrastructure has grown in numbers of 
computers and servers, in services offered, and in complexity, and one glance at the expectations 
for our department for the summer will allow the reader a glimpse of the scope of work we 
handle day in and day out. 
Projects Planned for with Technicians 

• Mac server – upgrades and maintenance 
o All servers at all schools require some rebuilding of sharepoints, and preference 

management changes in order to serve new clients and some Tiger upgrades 
o Replace many of the existing firewire drives – these drives have proven to be 

somewhat unreliable on the servers and will be replaced by Seagates. The 
Technnology Specialists want to repurpose the existing firewire drives so that 
students working on large multimedia projects can save to these locally while they 
are working on their projects. 

• Configure all servers to use a second network card to improve throughput 
• In order to do this, we must: 

o review Apple instructions 
o run cables 

 HS: a couple of patch cables 
 MS: two runs within the MDR 
 CH: a couple of patch cables from switch to server rack in server room 
 HH: two runs from lab to server room 
 LOK: two runs from server room to practice room B 

• Configure for netboot to make imaging multiple computers at once easier 
• Import incoming students; set up import files with IDs and passwords 
• Remove outgoing students  
• Verify names of computers to make sure they reflect actual location 
• Gigabit to servers –  

o Loker and CH are done (one line to each server) 
o HH to be done 

 Install new switch at HH: HP ProCurve 2824 
 
HS:  

• Ask Pat about ME3 A/C: it is inadequate 
• change subnet mask and make change settings on all current computers 
• Activate network link from wrestling room to new modular classrooms 

 
MS:  

• A/C units shutting off at night - server room (MDR) overheats, ask Pat if any way to keep 
A/C on in server room  

• change subnet mask and make change settings on all current computers 
 
All 5 schools 
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• Printer maintenance 
We have 68 ink jet printers and 115 laser jet printers. There is no way we can perform the 
routine maintenance on every printer over the summer. We plan to run the maintenance 
routine on all of the highest output printers that have not already had service in the last 6 
months. 

• Print servers - lots of swaps to make – retire really old computers and replace with 
slightly newer ones; each school is going to get current printer server replaced with a G4 
mini- tower and current print server can become auxiliary print server 

• set up Apple Remote Desktop Administrative Program at every school 
  
HH:  

• 4 additional wires from switch in lab to server room (that's 6 total) 
• run 2nd wire to OS9 Lab from switch in lab 

 
Notes Server: 

• Replace hardware 
• Remove notes as web server; make thira primary web server 

 
Email client: 

• Install emu's webmail server on current webmail server and make switch to new client 
 
Administrative and library PC servers: 

• upgrade hardware on several of the older of these servers 
• install patches and security upgrades on all 

 
Request from Pat: 
One computer per school head custodian 
Issues: 

all locations need wiring, a long run 
all locations have weather and/or dirt issues 
check in with Pat about these 

Coordinate with Pat on the installation of HVAC software on a computer at MS and at CH. 
Purchase computer for this for CH. 
 
Pegasus: 
Setup/break down Pegasus 
First day: June 26, Last Day: Aug 4 
Move PCs to temp office 
Import users students 
Create Mac accounts: office and teacher 
Meet teacher and tour lab and talk software 
We need to schedule OS X upgrades in the lab around the Pegasus schedule 
 
Requests per School 
Claypit Hill School Technology Plans and Requests for Summer 2006 
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• Create a computer lab using the OS 9 computers that will not upgrade to OS X. 
o The current resource room is the location for this lab. 
o 23 computers to move an upgrade 
o wiring for entire lab 
o install printer for this lab, as well 

• Wireless access points – site survey and deploy new wireless access points where needed 
in order to provide ubiquitous wireless connectivity 

• Install a new printer in the front hall; need to run wire to location 
• Upgrade 20 more computers to OS X  

 
Happy Hollow School Technology Plans and Requests for Summer 2006 

• Update all remaining OS 9 computers (that are capable) to OS X 10.3.4 approximately 40 
computers 

• Wireless access points – site survey and deploy new wireless access points where needed 
in order to provide ubiquitous wireless connectivity 

• OS 9 computers that won't upgrade - remove them from classrooms and setup in the OS 9 
lab in the hall  

o will need another switch 
o tables already ordered 
o need to run a second wire for switch 
o approximately 12 additional computers 

• Some new computers to deploy to classrooms 
• Coordinate and oversee TenCorp, who will install a ceiling mounted projector in lab 
• Pat will install new A/C in lab and server room 

 
High School Technology Plans and Requests for Summer 2006 

• Wireless access points – site survey and deploy new wireless access points where needed 
in order to provide ubiquitous wireless connectivity 

• Additional Internet bandwidth – have additional cable modem installed and make 
necessary network configurations 

• Deploy a cart of laptops for English department 
• Terminate fiber optic in History building and install necessary switches and wireless 

access points to use wireless for LAN and VLAN 
• Coordinate and oversee installation of new interactive white board  
• Upgrade all upgradeable OS 9 computers to OS X 
• Set up Music Department computers with new software and MIDI equipment 
• Request to create a web application to reserve equipment and rooms 
• Rewire guidance office for new counselor and install new larger monitor  
• remove password from HP3700 for color printing 

 
Loker School Technology Plans and Requests for Summer 2006 

• Wireless access points – site survey and deploy new wireless access points where needed 
in order to provide ubiquitous wireless connectivity 

• Upgrade 9 computers in computer lab to OS X 
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• Upgrade all computers in carts A and B to OS X  
• Patch cables in lab switches are longer than they need to be - replace 

 
Middle School Technology Plans and Requests for Summer 2006 

• Remove all OS 9 computers from logging in to server in order to fully implement OS X 
server capabilities 

• Replace older airports with extremes and deploy older ones to cover gaps in classrooms 
with high traffic 

• Upgrade all computers to OS X that are capable of running X, about 70 computers 
• Need more printers; purchase and deploy over summer 

 
Requests to test and Configure Software for Network Use:  
Acrobat Reader, OS X 
Active Primary (to go with Promethean board), OS X 
Active Studio (to go with Promethean board), OS X 
Activstats, OS X 
All the Right Type, OS X 
Allez Viens version? , OS X 
Atajo, OS X 
Band in a Box Pro 12, OS X 
Boardmaker v 5.0.3, OS X 
Community Construction Kit 
Cubase v 3.02, OS X 
DreamWeaver, OS X 
CD and DVD burning, OS X 
Fastt Math, OS X 
FileMaker Pro - ver 8, OS X 
Garage Band v 3.02 Tiger only - won't work on panther, OS X 
Great Ocean Rescue 
iMovie HD v 6.0.1 Tiger only - won't work on panther, OS X 
Inspiration v 8, OS X 
iPhoto v 5.x is deployed, iPhoto 6.02 is at the bottom of this list, OS X 
iTunes 6.02, OS X 
iWeb 1.1.1 Tiger only - won't work on panther, OS X 
Lego Mindstorms for Mac OS X (probes and communication tower in Science), OS X 
Media Player, OS X 
microscope and camera software at HH, OS X 
NVU - do iWeb first, OS X 
OmniPage Pro OS X 
PhotoShop, OS X 
Practica Musica, OS X 
Print Music (Finale) 2006, OS X 
Quark, OS X 
Quick Time Pro, OS X 
RealPlayer, OS X 
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System D, OS X 
Wiggleworks (classic) 
 
Infrastructure Goals 

• This summer we will replace our current email client server. Webmail by Infinite 
Technologies is no longer being developed and the support is limited to “as is” 
functionality. The product we have chosen is WebMail by  Emumail. This migration is 
planned for late June – early July. Every member of the Technology Department did 
research to find a replacement. Teachers were invited to attend a demo of the six most 
promising candidates and this product was selected over all the others. 

• Several of our district servers are over three years old and after three to four years of 
running 24X7, need to be replaced for reliability. All of the Apple – Macintosh servers 
require some configuration and upgrade projects. 

• Improve server access speed by adding second network cards on the Xservs and by 
implementing gigabit to servers and by port management.  

• If budget allows, extend teacher wireless to history and language buildings at the High 
School. 

• If budget allows, implement fiber connections in history and language buildings at the 
High School. This will require new networking hardware at both ends.  

• Complete as many of the above-listed Summer 2006 projects as possible and continue 
our work on these requests into the fall. 

• Continue the transition away from OS 9 and MacManager. 
• We need to increase the number of IP addresses available in order to add more devices to 

our networks. To do this we will need to change our subnet mask and make network 
settings changes at every single computer. This summer, it is already a necessity at the 
High School and Middle School. We can delay this for one more year at the elementary 
school buildings. 

• For printing on the Apple- Macintosh side of the house, we have been limited in our 
purchase of printers to those printers that pass AppleTalk. This year, we have purchased 
IP only printers and will continue to do so, so we need to plan a transition that fully 
brings these printers into the network structure and management. IP is now the industry 
standard protocol and we will, over the course of the year, transition from using only 
AppleTalk and enable IP printing wherever possible. 

• Wireless access points – site survey and deploy new wireless access points where needed 
in order to provide ubiquitous wireless connectivity. This is a priority at every school so 
that teachers and students can move throughout the buildings and still be online without 
moving wireless access points to accommodate new locations. 

 
 
Professional Development Goals 

• All instructional staff will complete the TSAT annually. We began doing this assessment 
in the 2004 – 2005 school year. We will use the results of the TSAT and other teacher 
input devices to inform our professional development planning. 
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• We will continually assess our professional development program to reflect current 
research and best practices, and will use teacher evaluation forms to improve the 
professional development opportunities that we offer. 

• By June of 2007, our goal is that at least 85% of staff will have participated in 45 hours 
of high-quality technology professional development. 

• We will continue to strive to have a technology strand embedded in all professional 
development offered by the school district. 

• We will have eight teachers participating in an online learning course this summer. The 
Technology Specialists are at the High School and Middle School are enrolled in this 
course and they will continue to support and train teachers who are using it over the 
course of the next school year. 
An excerpt from the course description: 

 
The primary focus of the course is the development of online pedagogies 
that teachers can apply in order to answer the essential question, "What can 
we achieve online that we cannot achieve as well or as fully in a more 
traditional face-to-face environment?" To respond to that question, 
participating teachers will study, discuss and apply proven online 
pedagogies designed to: improve individualized attention, provide intensive 
collaborative learning approaches, provide additional opportunities for 
teachers to mentor their students, and provide better opportunities for 
school-home communication. 

 
I believe strongly that an online component to all of our classes at the secondary levels is 
one of the most important initiatives that we will be supporting and encouraging in the 
next several years. This course and the continuing support of these teachers will be 
carefully shepherded. 

 
Personnel and Staffing Goals 
Staffing goals remain as they were in last year’s report, since we have not yet been able to meet 
these goals. 

• The Middle School Technology Assistant position should be increased to full-time. 
• I continue to advocate for increasing the High School Technology Specialist position 

from .8 to 1.0, as soon as funding permits such an increase. 
• In order to meet the DOE benchmark, “The district has one FTE person dedicated to data 

management and assessment,” the district needs to hire someone in this capacity. 
• Due to budgetary constraints, at the elementary level, one of the Technology Specialist 

positions has been cut to .9 and two of the Technology Assistants positions have been 
cut. I would argue that it is unwise to spend the money that we do on infrastructure, 
connectivity, software, and training, and then to cut the people who provide direct 
support to teachers and students. I advocate to reinstate these positions fully, starting with 
the Technology Specialist. 
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IV. Technology in the Curriculum 
 
The Technology in the Curriculum section is divided into two parts. In the first, goals set last 
year are updated and goals for the upcoming year are outlined. In the second are the noteworthy 
projects from each level that the Technology Specialists have submitted for this report. 
 
Goals for 2006-2007 School Year 
Students Meeting Standards and Assessing Students 
One of our goals for the 2005-2006 school year was to continue our work in measuring whether 
we are providing sufficient opportunities for students to meet the student standards as set forth 
by the Department of Education and to create a plan to assess students against the standards. The 
Technology Specialists worked with building level technology committees and curriculum 
leaders to begin to develop a comprehensive plan at all levels to systemically provide the 
opportunities for students to meet the standards, and to determine where, within the core 
curriculum areas, the standards are introduced, practiced, and mastered. One goal for the next 
school year is to continue this work and to determine how to best assess whether students are 
meeting the standards. 
 
Stronger Coordination Between Technology and all Curriculum Areas 
Another goal for the 2005-2006 school year was to meet more often with the K-12 curriculum 
leadership teams in order to better understand the curriculum challenges so that we might better 
target technology as a tool toward helping to make progress in these challenges. This goal was 
met using a variety of strategies. At the elementary level, the Technology Specialists met with 
Tammy Mulligan and Claire Landrigan on literacy projects and initiatives. They also worked 
closely together training teachers to use the Lexia family of software and supporting them in that 
use. At the Middle School, Beth Monahan met regularly with curriculum leaders in both formal 
meetings and informally around the school. Since this was Ms. Monahan’s first year at the 
Middle School, these meetings were an important introduction to the Middle School curriculum 
and the use of technology at this level. At the High School, Mary Barber worked with 
department heads as much as possible, meeting to discuss projects, needs, priorities, writing 
grants, and staff development. Mary attended department head meetings at Charlie Ruopp’s 
invitation when it was planned that technology would be discussed. At the district level, Jean 
Tower attended all the K – 12 curriculum meetings. These meetings provided wonderful 
opportunities to share ideas, problems, and initiatives. A goal for the 2006-2007 school year is to 
continue all of these initiatives and to expand on them. 
 
Noteworthy Projects and Technology Integration Examples 
 
Elementary Schools 
All of the elementary school Technology Specialists, Beth Ann Burton, Rita Partridge, and 
Nancy Colbert, provided input for this section.  
 
General Observations and Notes: 
The iBook carts continue to be used extensively and with much success, as evidenced by the 
reservation sheets and the number of times students come to the lab looking for more laptops. 
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Students are very motivated to work using the laptops. Teachers love the flexibility and greater 
computer access they offer for classroom use.  
 
Teachers sign up for the computer labs at all three elementary schools more every year. Students 
work on integrated technology projects, web based activities, TERC Math programs, writing 
projects, and presentations. 
 
The Lexia initiative continues to flourish and develop. This year the teachers have expanded 
their knowledge of the program, and almost all classes are coming to the lab for whole-class 
usage of the program at least once and sometimes twice a week. Students are also using the 
Lexia suite of programs in their classrooms. Teachers are accessing the administrative tools to 
manage the environment for students and to run and print reports on classes and students. 
Teachers often share these reports with students so that they become more involved in the 
learning and evaluation process. The reports are used to explain their strengths and  weaknesses. 
After students are provided extra practice time, they then look at the new reports with teachers 
and are excited to see their growth.  
 
With the gradual change from OS 9 to OS X, many of the older non-upgradeable machines were 
gathered in one area at Happy Hollow and  at Loker (at Claypit this will happen over the 
summer). A new and improved keyboarding lab was created in which students and teachers can 
also do Lexia, WiggleWorks, access the Internet, and use AppleWorks. Reactions have been 
quite positive. 
 
All of the elementary school Technology Committees met many times this year. Discussions 
focused on making the switch to OS X, deployment of machines (old and new), software 
purchasing, spreading the word about United Streaming, incorporating Lexia, professional 
development, and other building technology issues. 
 
United Streaming was introduced at Happy Hollow and Loker this year and continued to be used 
at Claypit Hill. Use of this tool has increased greatly over the past few months. We expect that 
this trend will continue as colleagues share the tips and tricks of this new resource. Teachers are 
enthusiastic about using United Streaming, yet indicate that more projectors to share the movies 
with the entire class would be beneficial. 
 
The keyboarding program for students in grades three, four, and five continues to thrive.  
 
Students and teachers now look forward to upgrading the rest of the computers and most of the 
laptops to OS X over the summer. The gradual approach has been well received and it has given 
users time to learn the new operating system. 
 
Kindergarten: 
In the three Wayland elementary schools, one could observe kindergartners using a variety of 
software titles on the computers, in short, age-appropriate time blocks. The primary focus is the 
use of technology to further literacy, but math and science are also areas of concentration.  Some 
software titles that they are encouraged to explore are: WiggleWorks, Making Shapes, Kid Pix 
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(lessons in patterns and the seasons), Lexia Early Reading, web sites like Starfall 
(http://www.starfall.com/), and a variety of interactive multimedia books. 
 
Grade One: 
(repeat from 2005-2006) Students regularly use Lexia Reading software, Wiggleworks, Bailey’s 
Book House, Sammy’s Science House, Trudy’s Time and Place House in the classroom. 
ZooZillions is used in math instruction. The teachers and students used the Internet in 
conjunction with their units on Alaska/Iditarod, whales, and penguins. One project that many 
teachers do with students is to create a simple slide show. The students create questions about a 
topic and, with support, find the answers to their questions. The slide show becomes, then, a 
question and answer “game” of sorts, and students are excited that they have helped to create the 
product. 
 
The following is a description of one unit of study that first graders completed that used the 
Internet and Kid Pix. The unit was part of their study of communities. 

Through colorful, easy-to-read stories, students have the opportunity to 
meet a series of community workers. The photo-stories focus on real 
people, including a veterinarian, a police officer, a mayor, a pizza maker, a 
librarian, a pediatrician, and a firefighter who give personal accounts of 
their jobs. Designed for emergent readers, the stories provide colorful 
photographs, simple written text, and an audio feature that enables students 
to listen to the words they are reading. By clicking the photographs on each 
page, students can hear more about the job from the worker. To assess your 
students' reading skills, including comprehension and sight-word 
vocabulary, invite them to try the cloze activity at the end of the story. 
Upon successful completion, students are rewarded with a badge signed by 
the community worker. 
As a culminating activity, first graders chose one job to focus on. They 
drew a picture, using KidPix, of someone carrying out that job, and 
recorded clues about the job. Students then shared their work with each 
other. 

 – teacher quote 
 

(new) Many grade 1 teachers report using more web based activities in the curriculum this year. 
Some of these web sites are: 
Starfall.com, PatriciaPolacco.com, Eric-Carle.com, National Geographic, massmaple.org, 
plimothplantaion.org, Mexico for kids, little explorers.com, fleetkids.com, cybermath, BBC math 
site, underground railroad site, Chinese New Year site, NASA.gov, and starchild.com 
 
Grade Two: 
Grade two students continue to use Lexia reading programs, Neighborhood Map Machine, 
AppleWorks, SimTown, the Internet, and KidPix. Students in grade two use technology for 
Writing Workshop, Reading Journals, and book reports. Math programs and internet sites are 
used to reinforce advanced math facts and money practice. 
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I have used the iBooks but find the lab more manageable for the lower 
grades. I have done research on African Animals, insects and communities. 
I also had the children create a kid pix slide show for the water cycle. I also 
find Lexia very important for the lower grades. The practice and 
assessments are very valuable. The investigations math activities are also 
very nice to have. The technology that we have available is wonderful. The 
technology team has been wonderful with their support and understanding. 
We are not all on the same learning curve when it comes to technology and 
the technology team is patient and extremely helpful. I know that it is a 
dream, but it would be great to have another lab. That sign out fills up fast. 
The upper grades have so many research projects. The third grade needs 
typing and the lower grades like to get in there too. 

 – quote from a grade 2 teacher 
 
Grade Three:  
Students published various pieces of original writing, such as book reviews, poems, and stories. 
They researched countries and cities using the laptops in their classrooms for their fractured fairy 
tales unit. Grade three students also came together on several occasions to view United 
Streaming videos, and to explore math websites in the computer lab. They also continued to do 
the Japan webquest. Students used the programs Tumbling Tetronimoes and Turtle Paths to 
supplement the TERC math units to acquire math skills.  
 

Math websites and Japan websites for were also a highlight for the children 
in their classrooms as well as in the lab. Math was also supported with the 
TERC programs again being taught as a cooperative project between the 
classrooms and the computer lab. 

 
– quote about grade three uses of technology 

 
Grade Four: 
Grade four teachers have used United Streaming and math curriculum web sites with their 
students. Some teachers have come to the lab to present a SET math puzzle website to their class. 
The website presents a daily puzzle that they then allow their children to cycle through in the 
classroom.  
Following is a list of some of the fourth grade projects that are infused with technology. 

Graphing Unit - using GraphMaster to create graphs and enter data 
Personal Timelines - using TimeLiner to create personal timelines to integrate with 
personal writing 
Endangered Species – creating t-shirt transfers, internet research, slideshows, animal 
report 
Wenham Field Trip – use of Inspiration for personal narratives 
Abraham Lincoln Narrative – learning basic tools such as cut/copy/paste to organize 
writing 
Math Sites – exploration of on-line math sites related to curriculum 
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Geography – world maps using Kid Pix 
 

We have used the iBooks and lab for a number of projects and activities this 
year. Our primary use has been word processing, using the AppleWorks 
word processor to publish final drafts of edited and revised writing pieces in 
a variety of genres. We also used both the iBooks and the lab to do Internet 
research for our endangered species projects, which incorporated a number 
of environmental and fact based web sites such as the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Foundation. We then used Apple Works Presentations to create 
slideshows where we incorporated text and images in a multimedia 
presentation. In my Math Lab we used the program Geometry Factory that 
is loaded on most of the iBooks to create and manipulate specific patterns 
using polygons. In science, we watched a number of Brain Pop videos that 
used animated cartoons to explain scientific concepts such as buoyancy and 
magnetism. 
Personally, I frequently use an ibook at my desk for email, Internet 
research, and lesson planning and assessment. I primarily use Apple Works 
to create rubrics or create writing response questions to a specific text that 
we're reading. 

 
 – quote from a grade four teacher 

 
Grade Five: 
In grade five the word processing really becomes important. Grade five classrooms come to the 
lab often and use the iBook carts to accomplish their work. A great deal of the daily work is now 
done only on the computer. The TERC Polygon unit was also a big project this year. Teachers 
came to the lab for the introduction and came back often for continuing lessons.  
The Lewis and Clark National Geographic  CD and associated material was a big success for this 
unit of study. 
 
Students in Grade 5 also did a “Simple Machines” WebQuest this year as a preparation for the 
MCAS.  
The fifth grade teams continue to weave technology into many aspects of their teaching. Here is 
a quick look into the technology life of a fifth grade classroom:  
 

Word processing all reports and essays 
Using the internet for research on such projects as the biography project, and the study of 
astronomy and the solar system 
Creating Astronomy slideshows using AppleWorks presentation 
Learning TimeLiner to create a timeline for their biography projects 
Using Geo-Logo Picturing Polygons to expand their knowledge of the TERC math unit 
Incorporation of the Geo-Kits supplementing units on Explorers, Colonial America and 
Lewis and Clark 

 
Special Education: 
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iBooks are invaluable in increasing our efficiency in completing paper 
work, communicating with parents and staff, and exploring for educational 
activities for children. In the classrooms, we have co-taught with classroom 
teacher who have checked out clusters of iBooks. 
Many special education teachers have used the computer labs in 
conjunction with teachers and for small groups of children. They used: 
Lexia, phonics based reading, keyboarding software, various WebQuests, 
special projects, and have trained teaching assistants. Additionally, many 
students have a special accommodation that they may use computers for test 
taking and thus use computers to take the MCAS tests. 

– submitted by a Special Education teacher 
 

 
 
Middle School 
This section was contributed by Bethann Monahan, Middle School Technology Specialist. 
 
The MS was very fortunate to receive a grant from the WPSF for a Promethean electronic 
whiteboard, along with a laptop and projector and lockable cart. The board is kept in the library 
and within two weeks of its setup teachers were already taking advantage of this tool. Described 
below are several of the projects that occurred using the new interactive white board. 
 
A sixth grade math teacher used the board to help low level students learn how to draw and 
measure angles. Students first observed the teacher, and then used the board’s built-in tools to do 
it themselves. Using the board for this lesson meant a much greater level of engagement and 
participation by students who are easily distracted and usually apathetic toward schoolwork.  
 
A seventh grade social studies teacher, Daniel Fernandez-Davila, has used the board for quiz and 
MCAS review. One lesson had students matching images and labels by dragging them on the 
board. He also used the ActivBoard software to draw maps and other concepts much like is done 
on a regular whiteboard, but with a greater variety of colors and pen sizes. These drawings can 
easily be saved in web page format for posting online. Using this same software, the teacher was 
able to quickly switch to the use of wireless voting devices by small groups, allowing for 
discussion on which answer is the correct one. The voting results were instantly viewed in 
various charts and pasted next to the questions so that the teacher can save the results. At the end 
of the day the quiz questions were posted online to extend the opportunity for students to review 
over the weekend.  
 
To review for MCAS, the same teacher used Google Earth with a projector to show the 
movement of the planet and the sun, and various mapping concepts such as latitude and 
longitude. Recognizing that only some students benefit from 3-d modeling, an overhead 
transparency of a 2-d map was also used on another screen. In this same lesson, the teacher 
easily moved to the whiteboard (screen #3) to reinforce and assess concepts with the voting 
“eggs.”  
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Eighth grade science teachers are currently learning to use the board to further their goal of 
presenting material visually. This year they have used PowerPoint to augment lessons by 
presenting pictures and multimedia websites to help students understand topics such as plate 
tectonics and the solar system, among others. They often project to a static whiteboard and 
annotate over the projected image. With the electronic whiteboard they can take it one step 
further by capturing the annotations along with the image or website, using the ActivBoard 
software, and then easily post them to the web for students to use outside of class. The eighth 
grade science team has worked extensively to create classroom websites, using TeacherWeb, to 
keep students informed about homework and provide material for homework or studying for 
tests, including MCAS.  
 
United Streaming 
Videos from United Streaming have been downloaded and used by teachers in all three grades 
for primarily the science and social studies disciplines. Teachers have positive comments to 
make about how easy it is to use the service and seem happy with the quality of the videos 
available. A seventh grade science teacher downloaded movies usually geared toward elementary 
school for a new student who was just learning the English language. These movies provided the 
same content that was being taught in the classroom, but they gave the student an opportunity to 
review the material at his own pace and with simpler vocabulary. The eighth grade science 
classrooms downloaded movies and burned many copies onto CD’s so that students could view 
the movies at their own pace, rewinding when necessary to ensure they understood the material 
and answer questions on a worksheet. 
 
Other Areas of Technology Integration 
All sixth graders used spreadsheets to manipulate data and write about how it can be 
misrepresented.  
 
Seventh graders in Ms. Corbet’s classes created four connected Inspiration documents to 
demonstrate understanding about various characters and concepts of the book, Whirligig, by Paul 
Fleischman.  
 
Laptops, particularly the two OS X iBook carts, were used in all grades and in all disciplines for 
Internet research and word processing. 
 
The sixth grade science teachers use probes and a projector to demonstrate concepts in 
preparation for the MagLev lab that has students creating cars that levitate on a ramp with 
magnets.  
 
Seventh graders in Ms. Maher’s classes created three projects with PowerPoint over the course 
of the year, beginning with a small, one-slide presentation, building to a small group project, and 
culminating with an individual, multi-slide term project. The teacher, who is very new to using 
technology, reported that her students were eager to have lectures augmented with slides 
whenever possible and when given the option, wanted to use PowerPoint to demonstrate their 
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understanding. One class, predominantly made up of boys, was more attentive and respectful 
when classmate presented with this tool.  
 
Seventh graders used the Great Ocean Rescue software program during Cape Cod Activity Day. 
 
Seventh graders accessed their Spanish textbook, Realidades, online. The online provides videos, 
songs and printable worksheets, and many opportunities to hear the spoken language. 
 
Eighth graders are creating PowerPoint projects for their end of the year science project about a 
national park.  
 
Eighth grade Tech Ed students use ModelSmart software to design and virtually test their bridge 
designs before they create them in the shop. 

 

 
 
High School 
This section was contributed by Mary Barber, High School Technology Specialist. 
 Projects Repeated from Last Year: 
The majority of grade nine students, created a science career presentation using PowerPoint, as 
part of their College Physical Science classes. 
 
One teacher had her Physical Science students create PowerPoint presentations on an element 
from the periodic table. They researched and compiled information on many different aspects of 
the element such as how the element is used by society and how it is found in nature. 
 
Science classes continue to build models using Lego Mindstorms.  
 
Many students taking Classical Studies class chose to create multimedia presentations, in lieu of 
poster boards or overheads, to present their research on architectural information to classmates. 
They also used the laptops in class for researching their topic. One student, whose presentation 
was on Greco-Roman mosaics, brought in a cart of iBooks, as part of the presentation included 
leading the rest of the class in an online game activity on mosaic making.  
 
AP Spanish students created tutorials for students in lower level Spanish classes, using 
PowerPoint. This project was an assignment for one class in the 2002-2003 school year, but was 
adopted by a second teacher this year. 
  
One teacher in the Social Studies department created a web site for the College World Culture's 
Africa project. The assignment and links to relevant Internet resources were posted online. The 
web site was then used by several classes as a portal to begin the research necessary for their 
projects.  
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One AB Calculus class is creating a web site to serve as a tutorial for other calculus students. 
 
Several classes continue to incorporate PowerPoint into the curriculum, by requiring that it be 
the vehicle to give final presentations on a particular unit. Most presentations incorporate photos 
from the Internet, as well as personal photos or movie clips to tell their story. 
 
New Projects:
The Science Department used the online United Streaming application, new to the High Schools 
as of January, to find video streams to enrich up the curriculum. Teachers would find supporting 
visual movies clips (2-7 minutes) on topics they were studying during the year (examples such as 
electricity; energy momentum; waves), download them, burn them to DVD and bring them into 
class to add a visual to help support the in-class lecture. Some concrete examples are: 

• The viewing of a film clip of two locomotives crashing to introduce a unit on momentum. 
• The showing of a 20-minute video on the physics of roller coasters the day before the 

honors physics classes went to an amusement park. 
United Streaming subscriptions allow us to download and archive material for future viewing, so 
one project planned for next year us that the science department will put together a collection of 
DVDs of videos by topic for the physics classes such as momentum and energy and general 
forces and mechanics. 
 
Qwizdom was used in the Science department from the first day of classes to present class notes 
and actively query the students as the teachers moved along in their classes. Qwizdom is also 
used for review games and for practice of multiple choice before tests. The students share 
remotes and are able to get immediate feedback while working on review material. This sort of 
environment makes these sessions very self-directed and effective. 
Starting next year, as a result of a grant that allowed them to purchase bigger sets of remotes and 
new systems, students will each have a remote assigned to them, and they will take quizzes and 
do class work, that will be recorded by the Qwizdom system. 
 
The new Environmental Science elective course made extensive use of the internet, the computer 
labs, and portable computing icarts to determine their ecological footprints using a 
Web site. Some of the topics researched include: invasive species, endangered species, the pros 
and cons of drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, and adaptations of life in New 
England to winter conditions. They researched the pros and cons of alternative energy sources. 
Weekly, students brought in current events articles on environmental issues, most of which were 
researched online. 
 
Some of the biology classes used the software, BioLogica, a hypermodel for teaching high school 
genetics. The Concord Consortium, a nonprofit educational research and development 
organization based in Concord, MA, over the last four years with support from the National 
Science Foundation, developed this software. The software is, therefore, available free. The 
software enabled students to manipulate processes at different, but dynamically related levels of 
life function. BioLogica includes tools and representations that focus on genetics. Student 
activities embody increasingly elaborate models of the parts, processes, and mechanisms of 
genetics. 
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In the Social Studies Department, a Stock Market and Investing classes (approximately 72 
students) used web site, www.smgww.org, to take part in an investment simulation (linked to 
real time stock data) for an 8-week period. Economics, Business and Marketing students 
(approximately 43 students) used a web site, titan.ja.org, to work on a business operations 
simulation for a 7-week period. 
 
In the Social Studies department, two new online subscriptions were launched on a trial basis to 
replace textbooks next year. These first of sites is: 
http://www.historystudycenter.com/info/index.html, History Study Center. It offers a vast and 
cross-searchable collection of digitized primary and secondary sources, extensive libraries of 
historical images, video clips and respected reference works, a selection of student guides and a 
Web gateway. 
The second is: 
http://decades.sirs.com/decadesweb/decades/do/login Sirs Decades - 20th Century American 
Sources is a resource containing Primary Source and reference content from the 20th century. 
Content is organized into curricular topics pertaining to American History, culture, and daily life 
of the time. There are over 5000 primary sources available. 
 
Through a grant, the Social Studies Department subscribed to WestLaw, an online legal research 
database. The students will begin using it extensively in September. 
 
Kevin Delaney’s Honors US History class is currently adding to the Wayland High School 
History Project web site. This project is titled, “Vietnam, an Age of Uncertainty”  
http://www.whshistoryproject.org/ 
The group of students, as in other years, interviewed people who lived during that time, 
including someone who was on campus during the Kent State incident. There are photographs 
included in a gallery on the web site, as well as live pieces of the interviews taken by the 
students. What was unique with this project this year was the use of a new (to us) dynamic web 
editor, Dreamweaver, and other software tools that will result in a rich web site, more seamlessly 
created. 
 
A Social Studies teacher created a web quest based on the Lewis and Clark expedition as a part 
of a grant received from the National Endowment for the Humanities. This web quest was used it 
in all of the College United Stated History classes this year as part of a curriculum unit.  
 
In the Social Studies department, students often listen to podcasts of current events or recordings 
of interviews to enrich the curriculum. 
 
In Civics, an online discussion board was used successfully all semester. An online resource, 
Trail of Andrew Jackson, was also used with AP students. 
 
In Spanish classes, students researched regions in Spain and created a PowerPoint presentation 
entirely in Spanish to present to their peers. This involved using a new technology component for 
them.  
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A language teacher has his rubrics/project available on his computer. When the students present 
the teacher immediately calculates the grade by completing the rubric, which is subsequently 
printed and handed to the student that same class period. 
  
The Fine Arts department introduced their orchestra web site. It is expected that more Fine Arts 
content will be added to our web site over the summer, so that students can access the web for 
their auditions. The site will contain music scores (sheet music), recordings, and individual parts. 
 
In the Freshman English honors class, Blackboard was used as an enrichment tool for the unit on 
The Odyssey. The students used a discussion forum created there to share ideas, ask questions of 
each other, and generally engage in a dialogue that went beyond classroom discussions. 
 

From 26 students we had more than 700 entries for the unit, 
and I truly felt that Blackboard allowed me to add another dimension to our 
exploration of the epic poem. Students who are technologically ‘hooked’ 
and/or savvy were especially thrilled with this aspect of the unit, and so it 
provided to them a way to step out of the shadows and shine. I loved seeing 
the kids work out issues regarding The Odyssey on their own, and I stepped 
in only to correct mistakes or major digressions, as the students decided 
they wanted to ‘own’ this discussion. 

 
- Janet Karman, English Honors Teacher. 

 
English classes listened to an online version of a previously aired National Public Radio program 
discussing the anniversary of Death of a Salesman.  The teacher reported that the experience 
helped to bring the book to life. 
 
A senior Honors English class completed their career at Wayland High with a wonderful end of 
the year project that combined art appreciation with English. The project required research, 
analysis, and synthesis. The students viewed and described several paintings, referring to subject, 
style and technique. They used PowerPoint to bring these skills to a new medium, and the 
teacher reported that students “thought that learning PowerPoint was immensely helpful.” When 
this class presented their final projects, in the ME 3 lab one student was overheard saying, “Oh 
yay! We get to use the Smartboard, I love it when we can use it! It is so cool.” 
 
Math Statistics class used PowerPoint to present research projects that they did to prove their 
hypothesis statement. This involves incorporating data from a statistical application into a 
presentation tool that was visually interesting to the audience. 
 
The Director of Media Services and photography instructor, Joseph Damplo, using hardware and 
software purchased with funding provided by the Wayland Public Schools Foundation, 
integrated technology into both curricular and co-curricular programs at the high school. The 
funding of his grant proposal, The Digital Darkroom, enables teachers and students to scan 
negatives and slides into a computer, to manipulate the image files with software, and to print out 
high quality photographs. Working with Mr. Damplo, students from his media services club shot 
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and processed black and white negatives, then scanned the film into the computer, and printed 
out headshots of Mr. Weingartner's cast for the fall musical. 
Seniors in both first and second semester photography courses and students on independent study 
during second semester, scanned slides and printed out color enlargements. 
During fourth quarter Mr. Damplo and Mr. Delaney, Social Studies Department Chair and 
American History instructor, scanned slides supplied by Vietnam veterans. Members of the 
Technology Department saved the files to storage discs so that students could upload the images 
to the web site that they created for the previously mentioned Vietnam history project. 
 
Online test centers were created in the two computer labs. Teachers can log students into the 
computers in “test taker” mode. That means that the student has access to word processing, but 
not to the Internet nor to their previously saved documents. Thus, students can take exams (10th 
Grade Long Composition MCAS is a great example) using computers to compose at the 
keyboard. Test taker mode utilizes local login and therefore does not depend on server access. 
Thus, if for any reason the server or network were to be down, the test can still be taken at the 
computer.  
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V. Summary 
 
One of the more complex aspects of management is the need to constantly shift focus, sometimes 
using a wide angle lens from a greater distance and other times analyzing from an almost 
microscopic viewpoint in order to achieve a narrow and deep focus. This is never truer than in 
technology management, and has been a constant for me this year. 
 
At the microscopic level, I worked closely throughout the fall with Apple Computer and with the 
technicians diagnosing and addressing a server access issue we were experiencing at every 
school. It took many hours of roll-up-your-sleeves, hands-on testing, observing, note-taking, 
reporting, and research in order to resolve the problem and implement a fix. At the broad 
overview distance, I dealt with teacher dissatisfaction at the technical difficulties and met with 
teachers and staff many times to hear their frustrations and to explain how we were working to 
resolve things. Even as we worked drilling down to the finest level of detail, I encouraged 
technology staff to keep a perspective focused on student and teacher needs and effective 
learning strategies. 
 
The contrast between “Wide” and “Narrow and Deep” was a theme throughout the department, 
throughout the year. Wide: Improve the network infrastructure at the High School. Narrow and 
Deep: Price fiber optic cable and switches, find the shortest path through the buildings, prepare 
full project specifications, solicit three quotes, and oversee the installation and implementation, 
down to the configuration of the wireless access points. 
 
Another example would be the redesign of our web site and the implementation of same. With a 
wide-angle view, I worked with the developer on the design and surveyed users about design 
features that contribute to the look and feel of a web site. I could leave the tiny implementation 
details to the developer. Once the design was taking shape, though, my role became microscopic 
again. I met with people, collected content, and formatted all content for both our current web 
site and our new web site. Wide: What do visitors to our web site want to find and what are the 
elements of an effective design? Narrow and Deep: Collect the content, format the text, test and 
fix the links, and train users to contribute. 
And so on. 
 
My goal for next year is to work with teachers as they use their own wide-angle and close-up 
lenses to examine technology integration in the curriculum. Wide: Review the standards, 
consider where technology can most benefit your students, take an overview of the current skills 
of the students, consider best practices, and review our own technological resources. Narrow and 
Deep: Where exactly in our curriculum do students learn each skill in the standards, who is 
responsible for teaching it, how do we assess it? I think that it is when we constantly shift our 
focus from the close-up to the long-distance, from the Wide to the Narrow and Deep, that we do 
our best work – looking at the horizon, but watching our steps. 
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Appendix A 
 
Brief descriptions of software mentioned: 
 
AppleWorks 

This is a basic productivity suite of software including modules for word processing, 
spreadsheets, database, drawing and painting. 
 

Graphers 
Graphers is a very simple spreadsheet type program for the early grades. Students can 
enter data and present it visually in a variety of graphs. 
 

HyperStudio 
This is a multimedia-authoring program. Students can create non-linear presentations and 
include images of all sorts, text, music, voice and movies. HyperStudio projects can be 
exported to be hosted on the web. 
 

Kid Pix 
This application can be used to create simple artwork (drawing tools and stamps 
included) or more complicated multimedia work. One can animate pictures, import 
graphics from other sources, record sound (music and voice) and create linear slide 
shows. 
 

SimCity 
A building game, SimCity gives players the power to build their own towns. Players start 
with a plot of barren land to zone into industrial, residential, and commercial areas. As 
their cities grow, they must deal with crime, education, and health issues by strategically 
placing police stations, schools, and hospitals. They must manage traffic, the budget, and 
the needs of the population. 
 

TERC Software 
This is a combination of mathematical programs that focus on geometry skills. Concepts 
having to do with shapes, spatial representations, and coordinate grids are covered. This 
software comes to us with unlimited license as an accompaniment to print resources 
acquired from TERC. 
 

Timeliner 
This is a tool for constructing time lines. Time lines can be presented in banner, list or 
outline mode. This software is more versatile than would first appear. It is useful in 
constructing time lines for creative writing, biographical writing, analyzing stories and 
historical events and periods, and analyzing any sequential phenomena.  
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Web Quest 
A Web Quest is a lesson plan or unit that is posted on the web, makes use of web 
resources and follows a specific format. A Web Quest has at its heart, an open-ended 
question that requires some research and some higher order thinking skills. It isn’t a 
“scavenger hunt” on the web, where students can find bits of information and answer 
simple questions. It requires assimilating and analyzing the new information they have 
gathered, synthesizing it with their foundation of knowledge and answering a question 
that has no clear, single answer. Often the question is a thematic problem that is “messy” 
– lots of input, many points of view and multiple layers of issues. The student defends 
their response using their beliefs and information they have gathered. Sometimes the 
product is a creative work that entails weaving the newly gathered information into it. 
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